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Chapter 1 : 45 Photo Sharing Sites
Best Photo Sharing Sites List: In the current tech world, everything has become much hi-fi and when it comes to the
social networking platforms, people are highly enthusiastic about sharing their photos and videos with their friends and
beloved ones.

Millions of readers find and share the magazines, catalogs and publications they love on issuu. Issuu was
founded in Copenhagen, Denmark in by Michael Hansen. Google Drive is one of the popular file sharing
WebApp provided by the Google. Get access to files anywhere through secure cloud storage and file backup
for your photos, videos, files and more with Google Drive. It was developed by Arash ferdowsi and Drew
houston in may. Dropbox is a service that keeps your files safe, synced, and easy to share. Bring your photos,
docs, and videos anywhere and never lose a file again. Online file sharing and storage â€” 15 GB free web
space. MediaFire is a simple to use free service that lets you put all your photos, documents, music, and video
in a single place. Share and work together with anyone in your work and life. Access and share your files from
anywhere by keeping them in OneDrive. Onedrive was available to 62 countries. Claim your free 50GB now!
This websites is totally free and allow you to upload file of MB each. It was developed in may and more
popular in the world, 30 million users use this site Most Popular Document Sharing Sites List 11 â€”
Uploaded Uploaded. You can sign up a free account to share big files. Sendspace is allow you to share big
files by paying some amount of money. No need to wait for files to upload! You are given a link for your files
as soon as you select them. Files will be deleted 30 days after their last download 14 â€” Hightail. It also
provide free account sign up and also provide a free trial to use it. It was developed in by Amir Shaikh,
Ranjith and Khalid. With wetransfer, you can upload your images, videos and text files and share on social
network. WeTransfer Plus account offers more than one functions:
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Chapter 2 : Top 10 Largest File-Sharing Sites - TorrentFreak
Free Top Video Sharing Websites list | Online Video Sharing Websites Video submission is the great way of advertising
your products and services. These days' people choose videos more than other ways, so we collect the best video
sharing websites in this list.

In the current tech world, everything has become much hi-fi and when it comes to the social networking
platforms, people are highly enthusiastic about sharing their photos and videos with their friends and beloved
ones. The popular social media giants like Facebook, Twitter and the instant messaging apps like WhatsApp,
Snapchat have gained a tremendous acceptance across the globe due to its incredible features and ease of use.
Digital cameras and smartphones imply that most of us have a ton of photos scattered everywhere from
mobiles and computer hard drives to Facebook and Instagram profiles. There must be a place where you can
store and ability to share your photos with your friends across the social media. Are you looking for the best
way to store and share your photos? There are numerous phenomenal sites where you can share your photos
with your friends and colleagues and have more fun. You can organize massive photo collections, make it
accessible to friends and folks to contribute to shared albums and assure your photos linger with you
regardless of the device they came from. Here, I have compiled a list of the best and top 20 photo sharing sites
among which one or more could bound to suffice your requirements and much more. Requirements You can
get absolutely best photo sharing sites, including the price, storage, accepted file types and other core
information to make your choice even clear. This is mostly decided by where most of your photos or images
come from. Usually, photos on a smartphone can range from KB to 2MB in size whereas photos from
point-and-shoot cameras are usually 1 to 5MB, based on the megapixel count of the camera. You need to
choose lower storage limits in the beginning. Automatic Photo Sync If you capture a bundle of photos, a
service that syncs images automatically through a smartphone app or folder on your computer can take out the
trouble without backing up. Privacy Do you wish to have complete control over who can see your pictures?
For instance, personal and family albums might benefit from a site that manage albums password protected.
Full-size Upload and Download If you want to take a print of your photos or back-up a collection, find a
service that enables full-resolution uploads and downloads. Some services downsize photos for quicker
uploads. Best Photo Sharing Sites Here is a list of the best and top 20 photo sharing sites among which one or
more could bound to suffice your requirements and much more. Check out the huge list of the best and
popular sites and their amazing features: If your focus is high on sharing your pictures with your friends across
the social media sites rather than storing them, then Instagram is the right one. Despite viable to browse photos
at its website, any of your photo posted from your smartphone is saved online forever. You can upload
unlimited photos and videos as well within 3 and 15 seconds time interval. You can tag your followers in the
photos and you can even caption the images with hashtags aids people extreme your existing groups find your
photos. There is no storage cost and it is absolutely Free with unlimited uploads. There is no automatic photo
sync available on Instagram. It is an image sharing network where your hosted images obtain high traffic
through it. You can sign in and create new albums on Imgur. Whenever you upload your images or photos on
Imgur, you will get bounteous options to share your image that includes direct links, message boards, HTML
code, etc. You can also add title and description to your uploaded image or video. All you have to do is, just
choose a Template meme image and upload your image to restore it. There are many mobile apps offered by
Imgur to simplify your task. In comparison to other photo sharing site, Flickr is the top site that has some of
the amazing features and affordable price as well. Flickr offers 1TB of storage for free that has a capacity to
hold from , to 2 million photos with unlimited picture resolution. The users can also upload p high-definition
video clips with playback up to three minutes long. You can also organize pictures into collections and
sub-collections, with options to tag keywords and people either individually or in clusters of photos. Your
friends and followers can also tag photos devising a bulky database of keyworded photos. You can then search
your library by keyword or people tags and sort by dates that photos were captured or posted. You can upload
photos via email, the website, or directly from the Flickr smartphone app and share albums on social media
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platforms like Facebook, Pinterest, Tumblr, and Twitter. If you need those pictures as hard copies, you can
simply print products such as wall art and photo books. You can store your photos on Flickr at free of cost that
offers 1TB of storage. The automatic photo sync is available through the Flickr smartphone app for iPhone
and Android devices. You need not explicitly create or won an account on Flickr to view photos. You can
choose the audience for every photo as friends, family, public or only you. There is a facility of uploading or
downloading photos with full size. Stalwart photo-sharing site Photobucket provides an automatic image
editor with simplistic features, such as red-eye removal, sharpening, and cropping. You can even add splashes
of color to a black and white photo. You can also try out vintage-style filters and draw or write on pictures.
Just pick up to 60 photos from your Photobucket account to create your own stop-motion animation. You can
upload photos from the social media giant, Facebook, your computer, or some other websites. You can also
create shared albums where friends can contribute photos, video, and text of their own. Photobucket app offers
a 2GB of free storage space including an additional 8GB storage. It allows automatic photo sync with a
desktop computer, iPhone and Android apps. You need not have an account to view photos on Photobucket.
You can add a password to albums or choose to make them visible only to you. It is possible to upload or
download photos to or from Photobucket in a full-size. Shutterfly â€” Good Photo Products Shutterfly is a
popular photo sharing and printing site that offers free unlimited photo storage and sharing. Their main
parkway of earnings seems to be in the widespread printing options they offer from photo books and cards to
stationary, prints, and posters. Shutterfly offers a productive array of photo gifts including metal prints,
wooden wall art and battery cases for smartphones. You can also send photos via iPad, iPhone or Android
apps. Once photos are uploaded, you can send a link to the gallery via email or Facebook for friends to view.
Shutterfly offers an unlimited storage option at free of cost. Albums are private by default and photo sharing
sites are confined to their members. DeviantArt DeviantArt is another site focused on community and sharing
your art like photos or other digital creations. They also have integration with print shops and other apparel
like t-shirts, hats, bags and other great stuff. DeviantArt is a free photo sharing site that lets you share your
photos with much ease. It provides unlimited storage space for storing your photos. The types of file formats
accepted by DevianArt are. SmugMug SmugMug is another best photo sharing sites which are completely
packed with amazing features. SmugMug also has slightly of a community, but nothing to the degree of Flickr.
It is not available at free of cost. The price of this site depends on the type of versions like standard, power,
and pro versions. SmugMug provides unlimited storage space. The maximum size of image for standard and
power versions is 12MB while the pro version is 24MB. The types of file formats accepted by SmugMug are.
It allows you to upload videos on this photo sharing site. The maximum length of video one can share on
SmugMug is 10 minutes. You can view videos in high digital HD quality. Actually, Zenfolio is built to host
portfolios rather than photo feeds, and it offers sleek homepage layouts to show off your best images and a
blog where you can easily upload photos and videos as you go. You can easily sort photos into galleries that
have searchable descriptions, category and keyword tags. If you wish to use this, you need to pay certain
amount for acquiring the storage space. Automatic photo sync is available with the Zenfolio apps for iPhone
and Android devices. You need not have an account to view photos on Zenfolio. You can add a password to a
gallery to keep it private. It allows you to upload videos on Zenfolio photo sharing site. Phanfare Phanfare is a
popular photo sharing site among many photography enthusiasts, touting top notch features such as RAW
support with up to MB image size uploads and HD video up to 20 minutes in length. Phanfare pricing is quite
competitive and it is absolutely much affordable for the features and options available. The maximum size of
image offered by Phanfare is 20MB. The types of file formats accepted by Phanfare are. The maximum video
length offered by the premium version is 10 min and the Pro version is 20 min. PBase PBase is one of the best
photo sharing sites where you can view some of the millions of photos uploaded by our users. There is also a
PBase forum community that users can participate in. PBase users also publish a professional looking
magazine, aptly named PBase Magazine, that has a pretty cool history. Fotki Fotki is one of the popular photo
sharing sites which is trying to outdo Flickr. Fotki was recommended by many people around the web. They
offer much affordable photo printing options and competitive photo uploading and sharing options. Although
Fotki is easy to use, it has a plenty of distinct options that can be powerful at first. For sharing, the free
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account is a slightly limited with only 50MB of storage space. You get unlimited storage space for your shared
photos. Additionally, premium users can use Fotki as a selling platform, and this photo sharing site only takes
a 15 percent reduction from prices that you install.
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Chapter 3 : Top 25 High PR Dofollow Document Sharing Sites List (Updated)
Here Is The List Of Top 10 Best Torrent Sites Of Torrent websites are file sharing websites which uses a peer-to-peer
file sharing (P2P) communications protocol in which every user hosts the file he/she has downloaded.

Atif August 30, T These extremely popular video sharing sites are immensely popular among millions of
people all over the world. Apart from optimising Search Engine ranks, these top video sharing sites can also
help in sales and promotion. In internet, hundreds of video sharing or live video streaming sites could be
found, which allow their users to use their platform to distribute video clips. Choosing the most popular and
effective video sharing sites for SEO is not a tough job. Here are the best video sharing sites list for ready
reference which will save precious time of SEO professionals, creative minded people, business houses, small
manufacturers and many other professionals. This best video sharing sites list is created after rigorous market
research. Hence, using these video sharing sites for SEO will ultimately help the users the promote their
websites more purposefully. YouTube â€” This is the most popular video sharing site in internet. The site
allows the users to upload, view, share and rate different types of videos. It uses WebM, H. Video blogging,
short business promotional videos and educational videos are very popular among YouTube users. Vimeo â€”
Like YouTube, it is another extremely popular video sharing site with almost 50 million registered users and
over million visitors every month. The video app of Vimeo is very popular in iOS and android based
applications. Its 4K streaming technology is rolled out in last half of , which has made it more popular than
many of its nearest competitors. Dailymotion â€” It is one of the biggest video hosting and sharing site in
internet. Dailymotion is available in 18 different languages all over the world. Dailymotion has wide many
user-friendly features that allows millions of users to browse and upload videos by simply searching tags,
groups and channels. The search system in Dailymotion shows results based on searches done by other users
in similar categories. For the general users the maximum unloadable video size is restricted to 4 GB and
maximum time length is 1 hr. Ustream â€” Presently, Ustream has nearly million active users all over the
world. This video hosting site has got this top place in the top list of online video sharing sites due to its wide
acceptance by some of the most popular broadcasting companies like Viacom, CBS News, and IMG Media.
Technology giants like Samsung and Panasonic have also partnered with Ustream for sales and promotion of
their products and conversely promoting Ustream through their products. Metacafe â€” This video sharing
website is popular for short-form videos including movies, sports and video games. Veoh â€” Apart from
video hosting, Veoh is also popular for internet based television viewing. Veoh transcodes the uploaded video
files so that the video is available on the site Veoh. Publishers could customise the presentation of their videos,
automatically publish through RSS feeds, and organise video programming like complete channels or series of
episodes. Videojug â€” This is one of the most popular video hosting site that owns multiples of other lifestyle
video websites like Scoff, Pose, Brideas, Deco Bliss, and Quipstar etc. Videojug also owns a similar
subsidiary, Videojug Networks, providing different corporate and brand video services. Due to its wide range
of corporate reach this video hosting site is included in the top video sharing sites list. LiveLeak â€” This
video sharing site almost works like YouTube. This site is one of the top websites of the world. Naturally,
SEO experts prefer the site for video hosting due to its wide ranging reach all over the world. Rutube â€” This
video hosting and video sharing site is mainly intended for the Russian viewers all over the world. This site
has already kept wide many options for unregistered viewers, who can view, share, and search for videos.
Registered users can avail some additional facilities through Facebook. Amara â€” Apart from online video
sharing and hosting, Amara is the most trusted site which provides individuals, groups and organisations the
power to transfer language used in any video to some other language. For this special feature, this video
sharing site is in the list of popular video sharing sites. These clips can be shared with any other user, groups,
communities etc. Undoubtedly, video sharing is one of the most significant and effective off page SEO
technique. It helps to make get the video clips more viral with audience in short span of time. Many of these
video hosting and sharing sites also allow the users to share their video clips uploaded in those sites in popular
social media. This special feature helps the users to further promote their video clips and websites more
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quickly to larger number of audiences. These video sharing sites list free websites that makes SEO jobs easier
and faster for the users.
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Chapter 4 : Huge List of Darknet (Deep Web) Hidden Websites - The Hackers Store
Video Sharing Sites List- This post is about Video sites and it has top 10 video sharing websites list. Well, this can be
really useful for your entertainment purpose as well as SEO purpose. Video Sites are really good platform for internet
users as here any internet user can upload interesting video-clips to make them available for years.

Announcements for upload progress. Announcements for file name and file types when browsing folder and
file lists. Fixed use of color issues for views switcher. Updates to the Help documentation. SharePoint also
supports TLS 1. Note A security vulnerability was identified in the SSL 3. SharePoint disables SSL 3. To
ensure that SSL 3. For more information, see the "Disable SSL 3. These restrictions are removed in SharePoint
Server and are now available to use. Page file names, such as wiki pages, may not contain the following
characters: Hybrid sites Hybrid sites features allows your users to have an integrated experience while using
SharePoint Server and SharePoint Online sites: Users have a single profile in Office , where all of their profile
information is stored. For more information, see SharePoint hybrid sites and search. Users can sync files with
Office and share them with others. Users can access their files directly through Office from any device. Cloud
hybrid search Cloud hybrid search is a new hybrid search solution alternative. With cloud hybrid search: You
index all of your crawled content, including on-premises content, to your search index in Office When users
query your search index in Office , they get unified search results from both on-premises and Office content.
For more information about cloud hybrid search, see the public Microsoft cloud hybrid search program on
Microsoft Office connection. For more information about the hybrid solutions available today, please visit the
SharePoint Hybrid Solutions Center. Identify and search for sensitive content in both SharePoint Server and
OneDrive documents With this new capability, you can: Leverage 51 built-in sensitive information types
credit cards, passport numbers, Social Security numbers, and more. Use DLP Queries from the eDiscovery site
collection to discover sensitive content relating to common industry regulations from the SharePoint
eDiscovery Center, identify offending documents, and export a report. Turn on DLP Policies from the
Compliance Policy Center site collection to notify end users and administrators when documents with
sensitive information are stored in SharePoint and automatically protect the documents from improper sharing.
Information on configuring and using this feature is documented in SharePoint Online and Office For more
information, see: Use DLP in SharePoint Online to identify sensitive data stored on sites Image and video
previews In SharePoint Server when you post images and videos to a document library, you can see a preview
by hovering the mouse over the image or video, or by clicking on them. Large file support Previous versions
of SharePoint did not support uploading or downloading files larger than 2, MB. SharePoint Server now
allows you to upload or download larger files. You can configure the desired maximum file-size limit on a
per-web application basis in your SharePoint farm. MinRole farm topology The role of a server is specified
when you create a new farm or join a server to an existing farm. SharePoint automatically configures the
services on each server based on the server role, optimizing the performance of the farm based on that
topology. There are eight predefined server roles that are available, as shown in the following table. Server
role Description Front-end Service applications, services, and components that serve user requests belong on
front-end web servers. These servers are optimized for low latency. Application Service applications, services,
and components that serve back-end requests, such as background jobs or search crawl requests, belong on
Application servers. These servers are optimized for high throughput. Distributed Cache Service applications,
services, and components that are required for a distributed cache belong on Distributed Cache servers. Search
Service applications, services, and components that are required for search belong on Search servers. Custom
Custom service applications, services, and components that do not integrate with MinRole belong on Custom
servers. The farm administrator has full control over which service instances can run on servers assigned to the
Custom role. MinRole does not control which service instances are provisioned on this role. Single-Server
Farm Service applications, services, and components required for a single-machine farm belong on a
Single-Server Farm. A Single-Server Farm is meant for development, testing, and very limited production use.
The SharePoint administrator must also configure the SharePoint farm services and web applications, either
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manually or by running the Farm Configuration Wizard. Front-end with Distributed Cache Shared role that
combines the Front-end and Distributed Cache roles on the same server. Application with Search Shared role
that combines the Application and Search roles on the same server. Mobile experience When you use a mobile
device to access the home page for a SharePoint Server team site, you can tap tiles or links on the screen to
navigate the site. You can also switch from the mobile view to PC view, which displays site pages as they are
seen on a client computer. This view is also touch enabled. New controls for working with OneDrive for
Business You can click a control to create new Office documents, upload files, synchronize your files for
offline use, and share your files. Now project managers can request needed resources from resource managers
to complete their projects. Also, resource managers can use the new heat map functionality to see where
resources are spending their time. Project and Portfolio managers can now create richer timelines that display
multiple timelines in a single view. Project Server now has multi-tenant storage capabilities and has combined
data storage with SharePoint. This greatly reduces IT overhead by eliminating the dedicated Project Server
database and improves backup and restore capabilities. Cloud grade performance and scale: Many
performance and scalability improvements that have been added to Project Online have also been added to
Project Server For more information about Project Server licensing, see Licensing Project. Request Manager
service improvements SharePoint Request Manager now provisions on the server roles shown in the following
list, to support both throttling and routing scenarios: Application Distributed Cache Front-End Additionally,
the Request Manager service will no longer prevent sites from rendering when the service is enabled while
you have no routing rules defined. Sharing The following list shows the sharing improvements that are
available for SharePoint Server For more information, see Overview of search architecture in SharePoint
Server. For information about SharePoint cloud hybrid search, see Learn about cloud hybrid search for
SharePoint. The following command parameters are now available to use: Site collection upgrades There are
three options available for upgrading site collections. For more information, see Upgrade a site collection to
SharePoint Server The SMTP server must have a server certificate installed. The server certificate must be
valid. Typically, this means that the name of the server certificate must match the name of the SMTP server
provided to SharePoint. The server certificate must also be issued by a certificate authority that is trusted by
the SharePoint server. It will not fall back and send email messages unencrypted if connection encryption
negotiation fails. SMTP requests are always sent anonymously. Sites page pinning You can now pin sites that
you see on the sites page. Suite Navigation is themable You can now apply themes to your Suite Navigation.
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Chapter 5 : 50+ High DA Free Video Submission Sites list , Video Sharing Sites
Learn what's new in SharePoint Server , such as new mobile app, app launcher, improved sharing, document library
updates, and document management improvements premiered in SharePoint Online in Office and brought to SharePoint
Server

SharePoint Server More Less SharePoint Server is evolving with features designed to be familiar, intuitive,
and built for the way you work. Are you an IT Pro? See New and improved features for IT Pros. That means
OneDrive for Business gets the updated look and functionality from Office The commands to do things like
upload, share, and sync are now up near the top of the page. From supported browsers, such as Microsoft Edge
and Google Chrome, you can now upload folders as well as files from the Upload menu. Also, you can now
open pictures and videos in the OneDrive experience, and use arrow keys to preview all supported files in a
folder. SharePoint mobile apps The SharePoint mobile apps are a new way to reach intranet content on your
devices. You can download and install the app from the app store on your device. After you login to
SharePoint Server , you can navigate SharePoint sites, view links to sites your organization has marked as
important, view people profiles and search for people, sites and documents. Apps for Windows and Android
will follow. Improved support for mobile browsers On mobile browsers, SharePoint Server sites offer a
consistent experience across screens and devices. When you use a browser on a mobile device to access your
sites, you can more easily browse your sites, subsites, and content on those sites through touch-enabled views.
For example, you can tap tiles or links to your libraries, open files, browse to other sites and quickly get to
OneDrive. You can also switch from the mobile view to see site pages in the full web view that you would see
on a desktop computer. Use the app launcher to quickly launch an application, browse sites and access your
personal files. When you click or tap the app launcher icon , you get a menu of apps and services in tiles like
this: Improved sharing experiences SharePoint Server has the following enhanced sharing experiences: The
people you just shared with will get an email invitation with a link to the site. Part of sharing is also
understanding who can see something. Users can also grant the permission they have on a file or folder to
other people. Internal people have the option of clicking the guest link and accessing the site or document
without having to sign in, and external people who receive a guest link have a one-time redemption link that
they can use to access the site or document. The admin receives a one-click email to approve or deny a request
for access. See Share ideas, sites, and content for more info on sharing. Document library features The
following accessibility features are now available to make working in document libraries easier: Landmarks to
a page for ease of navigation, and alt text improvements for all major navigation links. Keyboard shortcuts to
do the following tasks without having to use the ribbon:
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Chapter 6 : Top 10 Most Popular Torrent Sites Of Â» TechWorm
Top 30+ Free Video Sharing Sites List Submit videos to these video sharing sites to build high-quality backlinks & drive
massive traffic to your blog. Create some videos related to your blog topics and submit them to these video sharing sites
including your blog/site URL.

Social media networks are a major resource for both small and big businesses that are looking to promote their
brands on the Internet. And figuring out the most popular social media sites for the audience you are trying to
reach is extremely important. To properly utilize the power of social media, you need to know the most
popular social media sites and identify the ones that work best for your business to avoid spreading yourself
too thin. The platforms are easy to use and some of them even have paid advertising options for businesses
that want to reach new audiences. To make this easy for you, we profiled 20 of the most popular social media
sites so you can make informed marketing decisions. Most Popular Social Media Sites Facebook This is the
biggest social media network on the Internet, both in terms of total number of users and name recognition.
Founded on February 4, , Facebook has within 12 years managed to accumulate more than 1. It is estimated
that more than 1 million small and medium-sized businesses use the platform to advertise their business.
Twitter You might be thinking that limiting your posts to characters is no way to advertise your business, but
you will be shocked to know that this social media platform has more than million active monthly users who
make use of the character limit to pass on information. Businesses can use Twitter to interact with prospective
clients, answer questions, release latest news and at the same time use the targeted ads with specific audiences.
Twitter was founded on March 21, , and has its headquarters in San Francisco, California. LinkedIn Founded
on December 14, , and launched 0n May 5, , LinkedIn is hands-down the most popular social media site for
professional networking. The website is available in 24 languages and has over million registered users.
LinkedIn is great for people looking to connect with people in similar industries, networking with local
professionals and displaying business related information and statistics. Its SEO value alone makes it a
must-use tool for any small business. YouTube YouTube â€” the largest and most popular video-based social
media website â€” was founded on February 14, , by three former PayPal employees. YouTube has over 1
billion website visitors per month and is the second most popular search engine behind Google. Pinterest
Launched in March , Pinterest is a relatively newcomer in the social media arena. This platform consists of
digital bulletin boards where businesses can pin their content. Pinterest announced September that it had
acquired million users. Small businesses whose target audience is mostly made up of women should definitely
invest in Pinterest as more than half of its visitors are women. Instagram Like Pinterest, Instagram is a visual
social media platform. The site, launched on October 6, , has more than million active users and is owned by
Facebook. Many of its users use it to post information about travel, fashion, food, art and similar subjects. The
platform is also distinguished by its unique filters together with video and photo editing features. Almost 95
percent of Instagram users also use Facebook. The platform allows several different post formats, including
quote posts, chat posts, video and photo posts as well as audio posts, so you are never limited in the type of
content that you can share. Like Twitter, reblogging, which is more like retweeting, is quick and easy. The
social networking website was founded by David Karp in February and currently hosts more than million
blogs. The platform is popular with users who share and embed photographs. As of October last year, Flickr
had more than million users and had its footprint in more than 63 countries. An average of a million photos are
shared daily on Flickr. Reddit This is a social news and entertainment networking website where registered
users can submit content such as direct links and text posts. Submissions with the most positive votes appear
in the top category or main page. A decade later, the site boasts more than 36 million registered accounts and
million monthly visitors. Snapchat Snapchat is an image messaging application software product that was
created by Reggie Brown, Evan Spiegel and Bobby Murphy when they were students at Stanford University.
The app was officially released in September , and within a short span of time they have grown immensely
registering an average of million daily active users as of May More than 18 percent of all social media users
use Snapchat. The app relies on the Internet to send images, texts, documents, audio and video messages to
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other users that have the app installed on their devices. Today, more than 1 billion people use the service to
communicate with their friends, loved ones and even customers. Quora Capitalizing upon human curiosity is
an ingenious idea that would lead to the creation and launch of Quora in June, Vine With over 40 million
users, Vine is a rapidly growing video sharing social media app that allows users to share 6-second video clips
with their followers. While this looks like a really short time for a video, businesses of all sizes are having
tremendous success using the service. Vine was founded in June and later acquired by Twitter in October , just
before its official launch. Periscope Periscope is a live video streaming mobile app that was developed by Joe
Bernstein and Kayvon Beykpour. BizSugar BizSugar is a social networking platform and niche resource for
small business owners, entrepreneurs and managers. The platform allows users to share videos, articles, blog
posts, podcast among other content. It also allows users to view and vote on submissions by other members.
StumbleUpon StumbleUpon is a discovery engine that finds and recommends content for its users. Come June
30, , it will be moving to Mix. More than 25 million people use StumbleUpon for entertainment and
information. It is now an independent, investor-backed startup once again. Delicious This is a social
bookmarking web service for discovering, storing and sharing web bookmarks. By the end of , Delicious
claimed that it had bookmarked million URLs and acquired more than 5. In January this year, Delicious Media
said that it had acquired the service. Digg Founded more than a decade ago November , Digg is a news
aggregator with a curated front page that selects stories specifically for the Internet audience, The topics vary
widely from trending political issues to science to viral Internet issues and anything in between. Digg supports
sharing of content to other social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. In , the company claimed
that it had about 11 million active monthly users. As of April , Viber had accrued close to million registered
users and monthly active users. Which social media site is your favorite?
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Chapter 7 : List of image-sharing websites - Wikipedia
Most Popular Document Sharing Sites List. 2 - Google drive We can store Our File Free of blog.quintoapp.com Drive is
one of the popular file sharing WebApp provided by the Google.t provide 15 GB space for free.

I asked for your thoughts on my suggested alternatives and other recommendations that you had. I got more
than I bargained for in your comments. I quickly realized that I had left many great sites out of my abbreviated
list. Due to all of your great suggestions, I felt that you deserved a more complete list of photo sharing sites.
Read on for 45 ways to share your photos. Animus3 â€” Free photoblog hosting. Unlimited images and
bandwidth. Search engine optimization for your photos. The dream became reality in the form of a photoblog
community website developed by Aaron Schmidt. Originally consisting of just a few friends, the site now
encourages creative photographers from around the world to connect, learn and display their photography on a
daily basis. Art Limited â€” Photos, art and critics galore. This site is for artists, models and critics who
propose creative, personal and original high quality work which is recognized and appreciated. As you can
see, DeviantART is more of an art community than a photo sharing site. And it is a very active community
with tons of chat rooms and forums to chime in on. Read more on 7 Alternatives to Flickr 5. DropShots â€”
Hails itself as a next generation photo and video sharing site. DropShots looks and works kind of like a
desktop application. Flickr â€” Flickr is great for sharing photos for free. The community features on Flickr
are very deep and part of what makes Flickr so successful. Groups are one of the easy ways to get involved in
the Flickr community. When you have a free Flickr account, you can upload MB worth of photos each
calendar month. This is a bandwidth limit, and not an amount of space that you have on Flickr servers. Read
more on the 7 Alternatives to Flickr article 7. FocalPower â€” Currently in a closed alpha phase, but it shows
promise. Solving the current problems of photo hosting and online photo management to help photographers
advance their work online. Reduce the Work of Sharing Photos Online: Upload Once, Share Everywhere!
Integrates into Your Workflow 8. While Fotki is easy to use, it has a lot of different options that can be
overwhelming at first. Read more on 7 Alternatives to Flickr 9. Fotolog â€” Kind of Flickr meets MySpace.
Gallery 2 â€” is an open source photo album organizer packed with a ton of options for websites. Gallery is a
web based software product that lets you manage your photos on your own website. You must have your own
website with PHP and database support in order to install and use it. With Gallery you can easily create and
maintain albums of photos via an intuitive interface. Photo management includes automatic thumbnail
creation, image resizing, rotation, ordering, captioning, searching and more. Albums and photos can have
view, edit, delete and other permissions per individual authenticated user for an additional level of privacy.
Each anomalous profile offers ample views of photography, art, film, writing or music. By creating a profile,
one can upload, maintain and manage not only a community of friends and family, but also a vantage point to
share your own artistic creations â€” in whichever form they may abound. The premium version allows you to
store images. The pro-premium is unlimited. ImageEvent allows you to upload in a variety of ways â€”
everything from a single file upload, to using ftp or even. You can also share a ton of other file formats,
including videos and even documents. You can sign up for a free day trial to take it for a test drive. Ipernity
â€” Share whatever you want with whoever you want â€” photos, videos, audio, docs. Currently in beta and
free to join. Kodak Gallery â€” Commonly known as a source for cheap prints for your snapshots. You can
also get unique domain, such as www. Unlimited download bandwidth applies to both plans. Koffee Photo â€”
Software and online hosting combined into one. KoffeePhoto software helps you create and manage photo
albums on your computer. Every album you create gets its web page allowing you to browse and share your
photos from anywhere. Album hosting and photo sharing is unlimited and free. KoffeePhoto automatically
synchronizes your high resolution pictures across your different computers and with your sharing fellows. In
case of data loss KoffeePhoto recovers your whole photo library in one click. KoffeePhoto provides direct
print ordering through partner services while simplifying the process of uploading the pictures. Multiply â€”
For true multimedia types. Multiply gives you an easy way to share all kinds of digital media, including
photos, blogs, videos, music and more, all in one convenient place: Your personal web site on Multiply â€”
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http: No longer do you, or your friends and family, need to learn how to use separate sites and keep track of
separate IDs, passwords, and links. My Photo Album â€” Another unlimited photo hosting option. My Photo
Album also permits video hosting. Also good for bloggers and socialites on the likes of MySpace and
Facebook for its integrated sharing. There are quite a few typos in the copy of the pages that I browsed
through, along with some browser compatibility issues, which makes the site and service seem kind of
amateurish. Interestingly, the main page features a banner seeking current Flickr users and provides
instructions on how to migrate your Flickr account to My Photo Album. One True Media â€” A very Web 2.
Makes slideshow and video montages, among other things like photo books and ecards. Not really a photo
hosting solution, but if you need to feature a slideshow on your blog, it could be an option. PBase â€” PBase
does not offer a free account option. Additional storage can be added at any time in increments of MB. There
is also a PBase forum community that users can participate in. PBase users also publish a professional looking
magazine, aptly named PBase Magazine, that has a pretty cool history. Phanfare â€” Very family oriented with
security features as a headline offering. With Phanfare, your photos and videos are beautifully presented on
the web for your friends and family to enjoy, ad-free. From wedding bells to the arrival of a new baby,
Phanfare has the perfect album style to showcase all of your treasured photos and videos. The blazing fast
uploads mean that your albums will be ready to be shared within moments. Phanfare stores your full-size
photos and high-quality videos. Download these images and videos as often as you like. All Phanfare
members can store up to 1GB of photos and videos for no charge. It is a huge community of amateur and
professional photographers with a variety of skill levels and photographic experiences. You can upload your
photos and submit them for comment and critique. You get your own gallery to post photos into. Additionally,
you can participate in the very active and moderated forums. I still find myself reading the forums and asking
the occasional question when I need some advice on a particular matter. Photobucket â€” Photobucket is a
media management site for photos and video. It is clearly geared toward the social media user. You can use
Photobucket to create slideshows of photos and video mashups. Additionally, free accounts are limited to
25GB of monthly bandwidth. PhotoSIG â€” Another more serious photography community. The worthiness,
or unworthiness, of photos and critiques submitted by users is determined by the user community. Users have
the opportunity to comment, favorably or unfavorably, on photos and on critiques submitted by other users.
Photoworks â€” Supporting both film and digital, Photoworks offers services that appeal to those who like
Kodak Gallery. That sentence makes me feel older than I want to. Photrade â€” Share Photos. Choose the
services you want to use â€” they are all optional and all free we charge a commission on sales. From a user
experience perspective its as simple as uploading your images and setting your prices. The ad revenue sharing
is probably the most unique part of the site. Users earn ad revenue from 3 sources. First, ad revenue is earned
from ads hosted in the galleries currently google ads on the left and right banners â€” we payout on a CPM
basis every time a photo gallery is viewed not real time payouts â€” we do periodic deposits.
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Chapter 8 : List of video hosting services - Wikipedia
Here are the best video sharing sites list for ready reference which will save precious time of SEO professionals,
creative minded people, business houses, small manufacturers and many other professionals.

In other words, Torrent is basically a file extension for Torrent Clients. These files contain text and point it to
trackers to start download from seeders those who uploaded the file as well as leechers those who download
the file. Therefore, the speed of downloading of any torrent file depends upon leechers, seeders as well as
number of peers. Many people download most of the data from the torrent sites, as it is one of the best places
for free download of movies, videos, games, software etc, no matter whether it is banned or pirated. Torrents
are the big network, it is possible to circulate any file across any country in overnight using Torrents. It is
essential to know about the torrent and best torrent download sites to make use of it in the right way. Like we
are giving out our choice of best torrent website for you ease. The top torrents list has seen some huge changes
through due to various reasons. Given below are the top 10 torrent websites of , according to various traffic
reports and Alexa Traffic Rank. It surpassed The Pirate Bay in traffic last year. It offers download the torrent
files in categories like movies, music, software, anime and others. Over the years, this site has burned through
a few different domain names while combating various censorship efforts. In the recent past, it had to switch
to a Costa Rican. In the past, it was the king of torrent site and one of the main piracy icons. However, it was
able to quickly lure millions of users after it made a successful comeback operating from a hydra of domain
names until last week. One of the most active torrent communities, Extra Torrent offers easy search for torrent
through their catalog in categories. TORRENTZ Torrentz is a meta-search engine for BitTorrent that indexes
torrents from various major torrent websites and offers compilations of various trackers per torrent that are not
necessarily present in the default. So, when a tracker is down, other trackers can do the work. It was the
second most popular torrent website in and again in Torrentz does not host any torrent files or magnet links,
but redirects visitors to other places on the web. The site uses several domain names with. Last year, the site
was blocked by UK ISPs, which put it on the same level with most other sites in the top Basically, this site is
based on community, where people share best torrent files for free download. It indexed in large database from
many torrent sites like torrentz, torrentdb etc. Most of traffic of this site comes from UK and liked by UK
users a lot. The coming year it will become clear whether x can keep its status into The site continues to
operate under new ownership and releases its own torrents now. This site has been around since the last
decade but is a newcomer in the top This site has more than 85 lakh torrent files and with more than 40 crore
seeds. It has also been on the radar of copyright holders this year. On Homepage, you can check out most
downloaded torrent files, which contain latest movies, games etc. The torrent site is blocked in several
countries and was reported as a piracy haven to the U. Files database of this site is increasing at very sharp
rate. The site provides you quality torrents with magnet links as well. Also the popular Popcorn Time had to
shut down due to similar reasons. The Australian admin ran into legal trouble.
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Chapter 9 : New and improved features in SharePoint Server | Microsoft Docs
New features in November PU for SharePoint Server (Feature Pack 1) The November Public Update for SharePoint
Server (Feature Pack 1) offers seven new features for SharePoint Server For more information, see New features in
November PU for SharePoint Server (Feature Pack 1).

The custom permission level will be scoped to the site collection, and therefore you need to navigate to the top
level site within the site collection in order to create a custom permission level. An example of a custom
permission level may be something in-between Contribute and Read. You may for example want your users to
be able to create, read, and edit content, but not delete any content. You can copy an existing permission level,
provide it with a name, and then refine the permissions assigned to the permission level. To create a custom
permission level: Navigate to the top-level site within your site collection. Choose Site Actions, Site Settings.
Click the Permission Levels button in the Manage category of the Permissions tab. Provide a Name and
Description for your custom permission level. Deselect the permissions that you want to remove, or add more
permissions. In this example, we will remove the Delete Items and the Delete Versions permissions. You now
have your own custom permission level which we will also make use of in the next section when creating
groups. It is important that you should never alter an out-of-the-box permission level. This will lead to
confusion between different site collections. Always create your own custom permission level. SharePoint
Groups As well as the default SharePoint Groups within a SharePoint Team Site, it is also possible to create
your own groups and assign different permissions to those groups to objects within the site collection. An
important thing to note is that you cannot nest SharePoint Groups. The Sales SharePoint Group would have to
be assigned a permission level. That is one advantage of an Active Directory Group. Furthermore, it is
possible to nest AD groups at the Active Directory server. The default SharePoint Groups are very useful to
assign permissions to a local object such as the site, a list or library, folder or item. We know that adding users
to a members group will typically give the users Edit permissions, and adding them to the Visitors group will
give them Read permissions. However, I can use that same Active Directory Group and add it to a Visitors
SharePoint Group site even in another site collection, and the same group of people would receive Read
permissions. An advantage though to creating your own SharePoint Groups is that you as a user can manage
the membership, whereas with AD Groups, the membership is maintained by IT. To create your own
SharePoint Group: From any site within the site collection, choose Site Actions, Site Settings. Click Moreâ€¦
on the left hand navigator. Click New, New Group. Provide a name and a description for your group. Make
this as descriptive as possible. That way other Team Site Owners may make use of your group rather than
duplicate it. Set the Group Owner. Firstly, make note of the options that come after the Group Owner field.
The options beyond the Group Owner field specify who can alter the membership of the Group. The default is
the Group Owner. So, think what will happen if this group owner was to leave the organization? That would
mean that nobody can modify the membership of this group. You also cannot add more than one user to the
Group Owner field. The Group Settings section contains two sections; Who can view the members of the
group and who can edit the membership of the group. The default is set to No. Membership requests can be
automatically accepted. Again the default is No. You can set the email address of the user who will accept or
decline the group membership request. You can then specify what permissions the Group will have to the
current site. This is optional, and keep in mind that you can assign it different permissions to another site.
Take note that you can also assign it the custom permission level that we created earlier. Upon clicking Create,
your group will be created and you can begin to add members to it. You can assign permissions to the group
anywhere within the current site collection. Remember that when you Share permissions to the site, the users
by default are added to the members group which has Edit permissions. Giving everyone Edit permissions is
not good. So, this is a way to be able to assign permissions lower than Edit by default when users are invited
to the site via Share. They control who are members of what groups and would need to be kept informed of
any staffing changes to your departments. If your AD groups are not kept up to date, you should consider
using SharePoint Groups as an alternative. Active Directory Groups offer a single point where users can be
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removed which effectively changes their permissions throughout SharePoint. For example, if a user changes
departments, or is new to a department, permissions can be granted simply by adding the user to the
appropriate AD group. Another advantage to the AD Groups is that they can be used in any site in any site
collection across the SharePoint Farm, whereas SharePoint Groups are scoped to the site collection. The major
advantage of SharePoint Groups is that they can be controlled by the users. Members can be added and
removed without the need to make any change requests to IT. For that reason, it is difficult to know whether
the correct people have the correct permissions to a given object.
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